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Hidden in Plain Sight— 
Ready or Not!
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By Timothy Schoechle

.RXVSHYGXMSR
Several years ago (c. 2014), a spate of 

reports appeared from the research 

EVQW�SJ�ǻRERGMEP�ERH�MRZIWXQIRX�

banking groups, as well as from the 

International Energy Agency (IEA), 

projecting solar photovoltaic (PV)  

to become the dominant electricity 

source globally over the following

two decades, reshaping the global 

energy economy. These included the 

Bank of America, Barclays, Citigroup, 

Fitch Ratings, Goldman Sachs, Morgan 

Stanley, Deutsche Bank, Abu Dhabi

National Bank, and UBS. The various 

reports attributed this shift to the 

declining cost curve of solar PV, 

batteries, and related equipment that 

will make rooftop solar the dominant 

form and will pose a threat to traditional 

utility business models. The 175-page 

Deutsche Bank report even called 

solar-plus-storage “the next killer app.”1

Today, this prophecy seems to have 

FIIR�QSVI�XLER�JYPǻPPIH�MR�XIVQW�SJ�XLI�

cost curve. However, it has not yet 

FIIR�JYPǻPPIH�MR�XIVQW�SJ�HMǺYWMSR�MRXS�

the market – or more interestingly – in 

terms of its embrace by climate experts 

and policy modelers, including the

International Panel on Climate Change 

.5((��c;L]�MW�XLMW�XLI�GEWI$c8LI�VIEWSRW�

for this gap are the subject of an 

impressive and thorough new report, 

“Solar photovoltaics is ready to power a

sustainable future,” published by Joule, 

the Elsevier academic journal on energy.

7IZMI[
This paper resulted from input 

associated with the ‘‘100% renewable 

energies’’ session at the 47th IEEE 

PVSC Conference, June 2020. The 

article lists twelve authors from  

universities, research institutes, 

governmental and non-governmental 

organizations around the world,

including the lead author Professor  

Dr. Marta Victoria of the Interdisciplinary 

Centre for Climate Change, Aarhus 

University, Denmark.

The central thesis of the paper is that 

the models and scenarios used by 

climate policy analysts, known as 

“integrated assessment models” (IAMs) 

EVI�KIRIVEPP]�ǼE[IH�ERH�WMKRMǻGERXP]

understate both the reality and 

potential of solar PV to deal with  

the climate crisis.

Limiting global temperature increase  

to 1.5º C requires a rapid and profound 

transformation of our energy system. 

�ŇĮ±ŹƐŤĚŇƒŇƽŇĮƒ±ĞÏžƐŦ{�ŧƐĞžƐ±Ɛķ±ƒƣŹåƐ

technology ready to contribute to this

challenge. Throughout the last decade, 

a higher capacity of solar PV was 

installed globally than any other power-

ďåĻåŹ±ƒĞŇĻƐƒåÏĚĻŇĮŇďǅƐ±ĻÚƐÏƣķƣĮ±ƒĞƽåƐ

capacity at the end of 2019 accounted 

üŇŹƐķŇŹåƐƒĚ±ĻƐƌǑǑƐ:�ũƐBŇƾåƽåŹØƐķ±ĻǅƐ

üƣƒƣŹåƐĮŇƾĝÏ±ŹÆŇĻƐåĻåŹďǅƐžÏåĻ±ŹĞŇžƐĚ±ƽåƐ

failed to identify the potential of this 

ƒåÏĚĻŇĮŇďǅƐŦŤũƐŐŧũƐ

The paper explores the numerous gaps 

and shortcomings of the IAMs constructed 

by various groups of experts and used 

to set policies and priorities for 

addressing the challenges posed by

global warming. Constructing such 

models is an inherently challenging 

interdisciplinary undertaking because of  

social, and cultural factors and 

EWWYQTXMSRW�MRZSPZIH�c&PWS��IEGL�

modeler has their own area of expertise 

and interests, and the situation 

presents a moving target.

Some missing factors or problematic 

EWWYQTXMSRW�MHIRXMǻIH�MR�XLI�TETIV�

include:

Underestimation of solar PV 
penetration 

Underestimation of potential 
IPIGXVMǻGEXMSR�SJ�SXLIV�IRIVK]�WIGXSVW

Out of date assumptions about 
manufacturing costs and constraints 
for solar PV

Progress and potential for PV module 
IǽGMIRG]�ERH�MRWXEPPEXMSR�
improvements

Value of role played by solar 
modularity/scalability (rooftop or 
grid-scale)

Omission of battery and inverter 
improvements

Limited consideration of grid 
integration; rooftop space, 
microgrids, and transmission issues

Undervalued opportunity for 
IPIGXVMǻGEXMSR�SJ�SXLIV�RSR�KVMH��
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sectors (e.g., transport, buildings —
evolution and critical role)

 Problematic land use assumptions

 Flawed discount rate assumptions  
MR�ǻRERGMEP�QSHIPW

 Problematic or overly optimistic 
assumptions/over-reliance on 
bioenergy and carbon capture

 Inordinately long review/revision 
cycle for IAM models

 Underestimation or omission of soft 
cost reduction curve

The paper is written in a rigorous 
academic style that is thorough, 
productive, and non-confrontational, 
even though it is pointing out some 
shortcomings of its audience. The 
paper includes 130 footnote references, 
mostly cites to other supporting 
technical papers. A substantial amount 
of material including charts, graphs, 
tables, explanatory text, and 54 
additional supplementary references are 
provided in a “Supplementary Information” 
section available and downloadable on 
the Joule website linked in the paper.

8LI�QEMR�TSMRXW�SV�LMKLPMKLXW�ǻRHMRKW�
of the paper include:

 Limiting assumptions on cost and 
grid integration explains low PV 
shares in IAMs

 Developments in the pipeline could 
maintain a high learning rate for  
solar PV

 Materials and land availability are  
not expected to limit solar PV 
deployment

 Sector coupling could allow large 
shares of solar PV in primary energy

In its conclusions, the paper makes a 
point that seems to have escaped 
many modelers and policymakers:

Failing to identify the prominent role that 
solar PV will play in a future climate-

neutral energy system weakens the 

communication of an important 

message: PV technology is ready to 

ramp up fast and contribute to 

mitigating emissions by 2030, which will 

be key to remain on a path compatible 

with the Paris Agreement. Installation 

times are shorter for solar PV than for 

ŇƒĚåŹƐÏŇĻƽåĻƒĞŇĻ±ĮƐƒåÏĚĻŇĮŇďĞåžƐ±ĻÚƐ{�Ɛ

ķŇÚƣĮ±ŹĞƒǅƐĞžƐ±ď±ĞĻƐ±ƐÆåĻåĀƒƐüŇŹƐŹ±ķŤĞĻďƐ

ƣŤƐŦŤũƐŐŐŧũƐ

Much of the recent technology  

and policy discourse about “grid 

modernization” has been focused on 

and framed within the conventional 

Fig. 1: Historical expansion of electricity generation technologies. Original plot with data from BP, 2009.
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electric power big-grid paradigm. In 

contrast, the paper authors make  

some interesting points:

8ŇŹƐÚåƽåĮŇŤåÚƐÏŇƣĻƒŹĞåžØƐŹŇŇüƒŇŤƐ{�Ɛ

systems owned by citizens and small 

companies not only increase awareness, 

ÆƣƒƐƒĚåǅƐÏ±ĻƐŹ±ĞžåƐ±ÚÚĞƒĞŇĻ±ĮƐĞĻƽåžƒķåĻƒžƐ

for the energy transition. Proper policy 

ĞĻƒåŹƽåĻƒĞŇĻžƐ±ĻÚƐÆƣžĞĻåžžƐķŇÚåĮžƐÏ±ĻƐ

åĻžƣŹåƐƒĚ±ƒƐŹŇŇüƒŇŤƐ{�Ɛ±ĮžŇƐÚĞýƣžåžƐ

among low- and moderate-income 

ĚŇƣžåĚŇĮÚžũ8ŇŹƐĮåžžƐÚåƽåĮŇŤåÚƐÏŇƣĻƒŹĞåžØƐ

solar PV could be used in

solar home systems or microgrids to 

ŤŹŇƽĞÚåƐåĮåÏƒŹĞÏĞƒǅƐƒŇƐƒĚåƐíƌǑƐķĞĮĮĞŇĻƐ

ŤåŇŤĮåƐƾĚŇƐžƒĞĮĮƐĮĞƽåƐƾĞƒĚŇƣƒƐĞƒƐŦŤũƐŐŐĝŐƞŧũƐ

In conclusion, the authors call for a 

sustained scaling up of solar PV over 

the next decade by creating adequate 

regulatory frameworks that reduce soft 

costs, by reducing capital costs through

technical and manufacturing innovation, 

by enabling and encouraging the 

IPIGXVMǻGEXMSR�SJ�SXLIV�IRIVK]�WIGXSVW��

and by strengthening research on 

MQTVSZMRK�XLI�IǽGMIRG]�ERH�VIPMEFMPMX]�

SJ�5:�ERH�VIPEXIH�W]WXIQW�c8LI]�

propose solar PV as a major element  

MR�QMXMKEXMRK�XLI�IǺIGXW�SJ�KPSFEP

climate change.

(SQQIRXEV]
In studying the above solar PV paper, 

some questions come to mind: why is 

solar PV undervalued by analysts, 

policymakers, and the electric power 

industry; why is it not moving

faster; and what are the barriers?

.QQIHMEXI�.WWYIW
There are a number of immediate 

answers that are more or less obvious. 

The electric power industry is extremely 

conservative, and its structure, business 

model, and technology has not

fundamentally changed in well over a 

century. It was very capital-intensive 

and became entwined with the banking 

industry and Wall Street from its very 

earliest days (c. 1900). Most of the 

electric power in the United States is 

dominated by private investor-owned 

utilities (IOUs), and even the local 

municipal electric companies or 

customer-owned co-ops are bound 

into the dominant structure and culture 

SJ�E�GIRXVEPM^IH�IPIGXVMGMX]�KVMH�c

Electricity regulation in the United 

States is mostly at the state government 

level, and individual regulators tend to 

be closely tied to the interests of the 

regulated industry (sometimes called

“regulatory capture”) and unwilling or 

unable to make the consequential 

changes they may now face. Large 

investments have been made in 

generation and transmission, 

particularly in coal plants, that are 

typically paid for over several decades 

through regulated rates and generous

TVSǻXW��&R]�TVIWWYVI�JSV�E�VETMH�WLMJX�XS�

renewable energy, as is emerging 

today with wind and msolar, threatens 

to turn these investments into “stranded 

assets.” Wind and solar are inherently

dispersed, or “distributed” resources 

that are variable and without 

conventional “fuel” cost. One result is 

that renewable energy is seen as 

disruptive to the centralized business 

and structural model that has existed 

for so long, making the utility’s path to 

XLI�JYXYVI�EQFMKYSYW�ERH�YRGPIEV�c

The most basic assumptions upon 

which the electricity industry was built 

are now being called into question. 

These problematic assumptions 

include economy of scale in

generation/transmission, centralized 

system architecture, dependency on 

PEVKI�WGEPI�ǻRERGI��REXYVEP�QSRSTSP]��

cost-of-service pricing and return on 

capital assets regulation. None of these

assumptions are likely to survive long 

with the advent of solar and distributed 

energy technologies, but the industry 

[MPP�PMOIP]�HIZSXI�KVIEX�IǺSVX�XS�EZSMH�

change. In any case, it seems inevitable 

that various forces will likely dramatically 

change the architecture of the 

electricity grid and the role of both 

YXMPMXMIW�ERH�VIKYPEXSV]�FSHMIW�c

The overall result is a set of institutional 

barriers that are intractable and shaped 

by political-economic factors well 

above and beyond the largely socio-

technical issues addressed in the solar

PV paper.

'EWMG�YRHIVP]MRK�MWWYIW
Underlying the immediate issues, 

however, more fundamental problems 

also bear on the broader problem of 

climate change itself. In reality, the 

institutional inertia and related barriers 

are likely to be far greater than the 

technical barriers.

In May 2021, the IEA released a 

groundbreaking 225-page report titled 

Net Zero by 2050: A Roadmap for the 

Global Energy Sector.2 In the foreword, 

Executive Director Dr. Fatih Birol called for,

…nothing short of a total transformation 

of the energy systems that underpin our 

economies. We are in a critical year at 

the start of a critical decade for these 

åýŇŹƒžũƐ�ĚåƐƞƌƒĚƐ�ŇĻüåŹåĻÏåƐŇüƐƒĚåƐ

{±ŹƒĞåžƐŦ�k{ƞƌŧƐŇüƐƒĚåƐ�ĻĞƒåÚƐc±ƒĞŇĻžƐ

8Ź±ķåƾŇŹīƐ�ŇĻƽåĻƒĞŇĻƐŇĻƐ�ĮĞķ±ƒåƐ

�Ě±ĻďåƐĞĻƐcŇƽåķÆåŹƐĞžƐƒĚåƐüŇÏ±ĮƐŤŇĞĻƒƐ

for strengthening global ambitions and 

action on climate by building on the 

Huntsville Utilities in Alabama.
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foundations of the 2015 Paris Agreement 

ŦŤũƐƗŧũƐËåķŤĚ±žĞžƐ±ÚÚåÚÌ

The new IEA report lays out a pathway 

to the critical and formidable goal of 

net-zero emissions by 2050 while 

noting optimistically that “the path is 

REVVS[�FYX�FVMRKW�LYKI�FIRIǻXW�ƹ�.X�

asserts that “Beyond projects already 

committed as of 2021, there are no new 

SMP�ERH�KEW�ǻIPHW�ETTVSZIH�JSV�

development in our pathway, and no 

new coal mines…” (p. 21), and it calls for 

a massive and rapid scaling up of solar 

and wind, “…reaching 630 gigawatts of 

solar PV and 390 gigawatts of wind by 

2030, four times the record levels set in 

2020. For solar PV, this is equivalent to 

installing the world’s current largest 

solar park roughly every day” (p. 14).

This is a dramatic change for an agency 

formed in the wake of the 1974 oil crisis 

to establish policy largely to support 

the petroleum industry. But calling for 

such change and bringing it about are 

X[S�HMǺIVIRX�XLMRKW��(PMQEXI�GLERKI�MW�

most likely the biggest challenge in 

human history – to sustain the 

technological society we have created 

in the face of the environmental

consequences that have resulted from 

it. It is a basic challenge to our industrial 

culture, not a simple change of technology.

Today’s global industrial culture has its 

basis in two foundational institutions: 1) 

the capitalist system of commercial 

activity; and 2) the limited liability 

corporation. A culture based on

corporate capitalism is focused on 

self-interest, not on the commons or on 

the common interest. In fact, capitalism 

was based largely on “enclosure” (i.e., 

privatization) of the commons in its

earliest inception, as it grew out of 

feudal England, and later spawned the 

industrial revolution that spread across 

the globe. Any original (c. 1600) 

corporate obligations to the “public”  

are long gone from corporate charters. 

Today, we cope with the many 

consequences of this form of

industrial organization, including  

global warming.

Another factor is the culture clash 

between enlightenment ideals and 

traditions of democratic governance  

vs. corporate authoritarian governance. 

These two cultures live in constant 

H]REQMG�GSRǼMGX��'YX�[I�EVI�GSQQMXXIH�

to our global industrial civilization – 

there is no alternative – and we must 

ǻRH�RI[�ERH�FIXXIV�[E]W�XS�KSZIVR�MX �

how choices are made if our civilization 

is to continue in any form that we  

QMKLX�VIGSKRM^I�c

Yet another challenge is intergenerational. 

Many of those who are in a position to 

make today’s critical choices will not  

be around in 2050. In any case, our 

industrial system needs to adapt fast.

The IEA did not give us all the details, 

but they did say that solar PV would 

be key. 
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Re-inventing electricity?
*PIGXVMGMX]�ERH�XLI�IPIGXVMGMX]�KVMH�EVI�X[S�HMǺIVIRX�XLMRKW��*PIGXVMGMX]�MW�E�

WGMIRXMǻG�REXYVEP�TLIRSQIRSR��FYX�XLI�IPIGXVMGMX]�KVMH�MW�E�WSGMEP�GSRWXVYGX�

built to meet a certain set of needs and constraints.  It is what is called a 

“technical paradigm”—a model of how a system works—and the community 

SJ�TISTPI�[LS�FIPMIZI�MR�MX�?EA���SPEV��[MRH��ERH�WXSVEKI�HS�RSX�ǻX�[IPP�[MXLMR�

the dominant grid paradigm we have today; nor do the decentralized 

application of small-scale power electronics and microgrids. Paradigms can 

be very hard to change, even when they don’t work well anymore, in part 

because of the commitments that have been made to them. Perhaps this is 

another reason why solar PV has not been more readily understood and 

accepted. In any case, the time has come to re-think and re-shape how our 

society uses electricity, or other forces will surely reshape it for us.




